The Willow Newsletter Summer Term 2019

Week 7

June 10th – 14th

The weather put a full stop to many of the Summer activities we had planned. Never
the less we’ve had a wonderfully wet week, preparing things for sports day and we hope
that the Daddies enjoy their surprise on Sunday. Prizes will be given to those daddies
who can give photographic evidence of their gift being used!

Cooking was making a practically perfect pizza, lots of spreading, grating, chopping
were some of the skills they used to make their pizzas before cutting and spinkling
some chives from our garden. We hope they were delicious.

Blowing bubbles is always a firm favourite but this time we added paint to the solution.
The children blew a mass of colourful bubbles and then rested the paper on top which
made a lovely bubble-like pattern.
Sarah’s group did a very popular weighing activity, the children used a variety of scales
to distinguish between the weight of different objects such as feathers, pebbles,
pasta, rice and blocks. The quickly figured out that although some things look bigger it
doesn’t always mean they are heavier.

Everyone is enjoying watching the Caterpillars grow. Not long now and they’ll be
spinning their cocoons. It is lovely for the children to be able to observe them as they
change from stage to stage. Rufus was delighted to see our toy town small world, he
enjoyed building the towers as tall as he could reach.

The children have been getting creative during our afternoon sessions. They were
provided with a variety of materials and props to take themselves on magical
adventures or to help add narrative to their role play.

As the children arrived on Friday morning they used the wooden story building set to
create and recreate some traditional fairy tales. Sephi’s father Felix came in to read a

fun story about Mr Panda to half of the group whilst Tilly’s grandparents read a Winnie
the pooh story about counting acorns to the others.

Eglantine’s science class was about the properties of ice, what it is, how it feels to
touch and how it can melt by using salt or warm water.

Reminders:
Please remember sports day starts promptly at 10am on Thursday 20th in the dog
free zone next to the bandstand. All the children should be wearing a white tshirt and navy shorts.

•
•

Our RULER words for the next two weeks will be: Scared and worried.
Please remember to inform us of what morning and afternoon sessions your
children will be doing in Autumn 2019.

•

School photographs will be on Wednesday 19th during the morning.

